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Welcome
WELCOME DEAR TEACHER,

It is always wonderful to interact with teachers who are 

directly connected to the development of children in 

various field of study in their school life. 

For a teacher, GK is one of the many selfless 

contributions that he or she makes to the life of a child. It 

is a subject that takes them closer to the real world and 

this knowledge economy that we live in , provides a 

critical edge for success. 

We, at Greycaps, appreciate the time and effort you give 

to the program and towards making your children 

globally aware. 



What’s in it?

How will 
this manual 

help?

This manual is designed to help you, the 

teacher, to understand: 

1. The objective & offerings of the program

2. The content structure and format

3. Teacher inputs that enhance the student 

experience month-on-month.

4. The benefits to the teacher and student

5. The measurable take away

6. Lesson planning for the month



hello

AIM

STRUCTURE

IMPLEMENTATION

GETTING STARTED

CONTENT FRAMEWORK

EVALUATION

BENEFITS

The sections 
you will find…



GAP at a glance
The Global Awareness Program (GAP) is India’s 

first focused general knowledge initiative aimed 

at both teachers and students.

The program aims to create, enhance and sustain 

awareness levels with respect to global 

happenings and current events on a month-to-

month basis, presently reaching over 175 schools 

across India.  
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Teacher’s Copy
launched

Gaptopedia and 
Factopedia launched

All colour
introduced

Get Curious About
debuts

Cu & Rio
born
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Objectives

STUDENT 
OBJECTIVES

Create knowledge 
conscious individuals

TEACHER
OBJECTIVES

Adapt to ever-
changing student 

dynamics

INSTITUTION 
OBJECTIVES

Encourage knowledge 
driven environment

“Learning gives creativity.
Creativity leads to thinking.

Thinking provides knowledge.
Knowledge makes you great.”

Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam made this quote at a quiz
Organised by Greycaps at Bangalore and our
Objective is to make children knowledgeable.



Structure
Class 1 & 2

The Adventures of Cu & Rio

Same book for both 
student and teacher

Class 3 & 4
Gaptopedia | Level 1

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student 

work book

Class 5 & 6
Gaptopedia | Level 2

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student 

work book

Class 7 onwards
Gaptopedia | Level 3

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student 

work book

Age appropriate 

levels of the book 

have been created.



Class 1 & 2
The Adventures of Cu & Rio

Same book for both 
student and teacher

The Adventures of Cu & Rio is a fascinating creation

where two young friends travel the world and in the 

process share information about the world around us in a 

simple, story based format. For the teacher, this is an exciting book to 

keep the kids engaged and to start the process of making kids interested 

in the world around them. 

How it helps…

Makes the child think and ask from an early age.

Builds curiosity in the child

Helps relate to the world around them

Enjoys information

Boosts confidence at an early age

Note:- As this is a story format, there is no Separate book 
for the teacher (when compared to the other GAP levels)



Structure

Story with full page
illustrations

Interactive 
exercises

Quiz based 
exercise



Structure

Birthday page

Section to 
introduce 

new words 
in the story



Structure

Class 3 & 4
Gaptopedia | Level 1

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student work 

book

Class 5 & 6
Gaptopedia | Level 2

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student work 

book

Class 7 onwards
Gaptopedia | Level 3

Monthly text 
book for the 

teacher

Monthly 
student work 

book

For the students from class 3 upwards, there is a student work book 
called the gaptopedia while the teacher gets a ‘teacher copy’ which has 

more information and the answers to the questions carried in the 
gaptopedia. 



Structure

A year-end Annual Book which 
contains amazing General 
knowledge topics will be given to the 
students at the end of the year 
which will serve as an interesting 
read over the holidays. It is a 
surprise for the students as to what 
the book will be about. 

These books are available at book 
stores but given free to those who 
are part of the Global Awareness 
Program.



Structure

FEATURES

Starts from 
Grade 1

10 months

Gaptopedia 
& Teacher’s 

copy

Teacher’s 
Manual

CCE 
compliance

Annual 

book

Direct-to-
school 

program

The program is spread across 10 
months in the academic calendar. 

Teacher’s manual is provided online 
through a login id and password. 

From 2013, we are CCE compliant. 
A question bank and descriptors 
will be provided.

The monthly books is part of the 
direct-to-school program and are 
not available anywhere else in the 
retail market. 



Content
Framework

Topical 
Learning

Current 
Updates

Structured 
Format

Generation 
Relevant

Monthly 
Quiz

Content will have relevance for a particular month in the book. For Eg:- JK 
Rowling’s birthday in the month of July or World Environment Day in the month 
of June. 

Current updates are key as a monthly program. However, we are very different 
from magazines or newspaper and focus on the information around the news. 
News is information. What goes beyond is KNOWLEDGE. 

We follow a logical structure to help recall. Example:- If the topic is USA – the we 
cover, 1. Geographical location on the world map; 2. Which continent; 3. Capital 
of the country; 4. Currency; 5. Head of state; etc. 

We focus on topics that are generationally relevant to different age groups. This 
also helps you as a teacher to connect better with today’s kids as they see you as 
relevant to their generation. 

Ready test/worksheet material provided in every Gaptopedia. It is the discretion 
of the teacher on how they want to use this Quiz. If the schools want a formal 
assessment they could use the same though we suggest fun based learning.



Content
Framework



Colour 
coded 
levels

A ‘Home page’ 
inspired cover 
showing the 

content in the 
book that 

changes every 
month.

Page 
numbers 
included

Clear 
indication of 

Level and 
class

Month

Content
Framework



Colour 
coded 
levels

Section 
divisions

Easy to 
understand 

language
Illustrative 

pictures and 
photographs 

Interesting 
information

Content
Framework



Ready-made worksheets and brain teasers that 
foster thinking skills

Content
Framework



GK is a trigger for communication and expression. We have created a 
section for children to form imaginative stories based on images from 
around the world.

“You Be the Detective” is an 
image morphed in different 
ways and certain questions are 
posed based on the  image.

The students have to use 
various clues in the image and 
deduce the answers.

This activity is given for Level 3 
where understanding ability 
and applying knowledge has 
reached a significant stage.

Content
Framework



100
Amazing Facts
The month of March is a month for recap and 
review of all subjects.

In March we have introduced an interactive annual 
workbook with 100 amazing facts.

The answers to these are given in the Teacher copy 
so schools that seek to view this as an assessment 
sheet may do so.

Content
Framework



Content
Framework

facts

ANNUAL LEARNING 
OPPROTUNITY for 
the STUDENT

As a teacher, you would have seamlessly touched 
your child’s life with close to 200 new nuggets from 

across the world in one year for each level. 


